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FORMATIVE ASSESSMENT, UNIT 2: “TECHNOLOGY AND ITS EFFECTS” 
 
 

ü Listen to the following text and answer FROM QUESTION 1 TO 15 
(Escucha el siguiente texto sobre “Twitter” y responde las preguntas desde 
la Nº1, a la 15). 

 
https://youtu.be/S0EK1dOMZDo 

 
ü Then, FROM QUESTION 16 TO 20, you have to answer some grammar 

questions using the Past Simple Tense. (Desde la pregunta Nº16 hasta la 
20, debes responder preguntas usando el Pasado Simple). 

 
ü Remember to write to your teacher and send the development of your 

activity, in due time. (Recuerda enviar el desarrollo de tu actividad al correo 
institucional de tu profesora, OPORTUNAMENTE. Tiempo de desarrollo: 
10:00 – 23:59 hrs, Jueves 20 de agosto). 

 
IIº A – C – Miss Camila Fuentes 

camila.fuentes@colegiosancarlosquilicura.cl 
 

IIº B        -  Miss Paola Escobar  
paola.escobar@colegiosancarlosquilicura.cl 

 
 
1) Listen carefully to the this text about "Twitter" and answer the question. 
 
When Did Jack Dorsey send the first tweet? 
 

  a) On March 21, 2006. 

  b) On March 21, 1996. 

  c) On May 21, 2006. 

  

 2) Listen carefully to the this text about "Twitter" and answer the question. 
 
The purpose of Twitter's programmers was... 
 

  a) to look for a way for people to criticize each other. 

  b) to get informed at any time of the day. 

  c) to look for a way to send text on their cellphones and a way to reinvent a dying 
company. 
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3) Listen carefully to the this text about "Twitter" and answer the question. 
 
How many people use this app worldwide today? 
 

o 
  

   a) Almost 200 million people. 

o 
  

   b) About 460 million people. 

o 
  

   c) More than 400 billion people. 

  
4) Listen carefully to the this text about "Twitter" and answer the question. 
 
Why do you think the text is called "140 characters at a time"? 
 

a) It refers to the number of Twitter's users. 

b) It refers to each tweet's length, maximum. 

c) It refers to the number of the company's employees. 
	  
5) Listen carefully to the this text about "Twitter" and answer the question. 
 
How did Twitter change business? 
 

  a) Twitter's users can create their own newspaper based on instantenous 
messages. 

  b) Twitter served as a two-way interaction of transmission of information. 

  c) Twitter served to spread political messages. 
	  
6) Based on the text, choose TRUE or FALSE. 
 
"Twitter's programmers worked at a podcasting company in Miami". 

  a) TRUE 

  b) FALSE 

  
7) Based on the text, choose TRUE or FALSE. 
 
"More than 140 million tweets are sent daily". 
 

  a) TRUE 

  b) FALSE 
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8) Based on the text, choose TRUE or FALSE. 
 
"Twitter's users can essentially create their own newspaper or newscast". 
 

  a) FALSE 

  b) TRUE 

 
 
 

9) Based on the text, choose TRUE or FALSE. 
 
"Political messages continue to be highly controlled, even with the popular 
use of Twitter". 
 

  a) TRUE 

  b) FALSE 

  
10) Based on the text, choose TRUE or FALSE. 
 
"Businesses can communicate real-time messages to the customers they 
want to reach". 
 

  a) FALSE 

  b) TRUE 
	  
11) Look at the text's statement and answer the question. 
 
"Political messages used to be highly controlled". 
 
The correct negative sentence in Past Simple for that sentence is... 
 

  a) Political messages didn't used to be highly controlled. 

  b) Political messages didn't use to be highly controlled. 

  c) Political messages don't use to be highly controlled. 
	  
	  
12) Look at the text's statement and answer the question. 
 
"Each tweet is 140 characters in length, maximum". 
 
 The correct affirmative sentence in Past Simple for that sentence is... 
 

  a) Each tweet ised 140 characters in length, maximum. 

  b) Each tweet was 140 characters in length, maximum. 

  c) Each tweet were 140 characters in length, maximum. 
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13) Look at the text's statement and answer the question. 
 
"The company had eight employees". 
 
The correct interrogative sentence in Past Simple for that sentence is... 
 

  a) Did the company haved eight employees? 

  b) Did the company had eight employees? 

  c) Did the company have eight employees? 
	  
 
14) Look at the text's statement and answer the question. 
 
"This allows everyone to essentially create their own newspaper...". 
 
The correct negative sentence in Past Simple for that sentence is... 
 

  a) This didn't allow everyone to essentially create... 

  b)This doesn't allow everyone to essentially create... 

  c) This didn't allowed everyone to essentially create... 
	  
 
15) Look at the text's statement and answer the question. 
 
"The messengers and the messages are more diffuse and diverse". 
 
The correct interrogative sentence in Past Simple for that sentence is... 
 

  a) Was the messengers and the messages more diffuse and diverse? 

  b) Were the messengers and the messages more diffuse and diverse? 

  c) Did the messengers and the messages be more diffuse and diverse? 
	  
 
16) Look at the information provided and form Past Simple sentences. 
 
cut / Lisa / her finger / while cooking 
 

  a) Lisa cut her finger while cooking. 

  b) Lisa her finger cut while cooking. 

  c) Lisa cutted her finger while cooking. 
	  
17) Look at the information provided and form Past Simple sentences. 
 
to work / Phil / not go / yesterday 
 

  a) Phil didn't go to work yesterday. 

  b) Phil didn't goes to work yesterday. 

  c) Didn't go to work Phil yesterday. 
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18) Look at the information provided and form Past Simple sentences. 
 
be / too stressed / during the quarantine / They 

   
a) They was too stressed during the quarantine. 

  b) Were they too stressed during the quarantine. 

  c) They were too stressed during the quarantine. 
	  
19) Look at the information provided and form Past Simple sentences. 
 
have dinner together / Monica and Joyce / last Tuesday / Did 

   
a) Did Monica and Joyce have dinner together last Tuesday? 

  b) Did Monica and Joyce haved dinner together last Tuesday? 

  c) Did Monica and Joyce had dinner together last Tuesday? 
	  
 
20) Look at the information provided and form Past Simple sentences. 
 
for the exam / not study / Paul 

   
a) Paul didn't studied for the exam. 

  b) Paul didn't studies for the exam. 

  c) Paul didn't study for the exam. 
	  


